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SIS Myanmar

SIS Myanmar is the SIS Group of Schools’ newest international 
campus. Located in Yangon, in a partnership with SLG Education,
SIS Myanmar aims to prepare local and international students for the 
21st century.  The school is specially designed to stimulate creativity, 
enhance concentration and allow students and teachers to work in 
teams as well as collaborate to allow the SIS Program to achieve 
their maximum impact. 
SIS Myanmar has invested heavily in a range of top-class facilities.  
Today SIS students enjoy a large outdoor competition size swimming 
pool, multi-purpose hall, computer and science labs, well-stocked 
libraries, music room, art studios and bright and spacious classrooms.  
There is a great feeling of space with technology seamlessly 
integrated in the design. Our well-designed collaborative spaces and 
performance corners encourage spontaneity and creativity.

Our Teachers

SIS Myanmar teachers are highly qualified and experienced. They are 
part of the diversity of cultures within the school that we embrace.  
They are passionate about what they teach and have excellent 
subject knowledge. All teachers undergo a robust orientation 
program.

sisschools.org/sis-myanmar

Inspired Learning for Inspired Futures

Partnership with Parents

Parents will always remain an important influence in a child’s 
learning experience and education.  In SIS Myanmar, we encourage 
parents to provide feedback to us on our learner’s experiences and 
emotions of their learning journeys at home.  We work closely with 
parent community to enhance and reinforce their learning to ensure 
our children are always having fun learning both in school and at 
home.
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SIS Myanmar Campus:
6A, Paw San Hmwe Road, Thingangyun Township
near Thuwanna Park and The One Entertainment Park
t: +95 9 426 888 100 / 101
e-mails: admissions@sis-mm.org, info@sis-mm.org
website: sisschools.org/sis-myanmar

SIS Group of Schools
Indonesia: 
Jakarta: South Jakarta | Kelapa Gading | Pantai Indah Kapuk 
Semarang - Cilegon - Medan - Palembang
South Korea: Gwangju
India: Mumbai - Chennai
Myanmar: Yangon 



About SIS

The history of the SIS Group of Schools traces back to 1996 when 
the first SIS school was established in Indonesia, the fourth most 
populous country in the world.  SIS Founder Jaspal Sidhu had a clear 
mission; to bring quality education to different income levels 
through world-class schools established in major cities in the world.
 
The Founder turned to his home country, Singapore, and alma mater 
Raffles Institution (Singapore's premier school).  Encouraged by the 
then members of the Singapore Government, Singapore Ministry of 
Education and supported by Raffles Institution, the first Singapore 
International School of the SIS Group was established.
 
Thereafter SIS formed a very a prestigious partnership with the 
International Finance Corporation, IFC (World Bank).  Subscribing 
to its high governance standards and international best practices, 
SIS established more high-quality schools in the region, some under 
the brand name Singapore International School, Singapore 
Intercultural School, Singapore Global School and Singapore School.  

Today all our schools are under one brand and recognized simply by 
3 letters “SIS”, which echoes our Singapore roots, our belief in high 
education standards and best practices. 

Our conviction to prepare students for the unpredictable 21st century 
has seen the SIS Program uniquely and very successfully integrating 
three of the world’s best curricula; the Singapore curriculum, the 
Cambridge curriculum and the International Baccalaureate Diploma 
Program.  The SIS program is very much a blended, project-based 
learning experience where personalized attention is key.  Imbibed in 
the entire program is our PACE initiative (Perseverance, Analytical 
Thinking, Collaboration/Communication and Entrepreneurism).  
Sports and the Creative Arts are as important as our rigorous 
academic programs. 

SIS believes in experiential learning and we look for every opportunity 
to take our learners into the real world through our Learning Journeys 
where our students travel within and outside the home country.  Our 
Inter-Disciplinary Projects stretch their knowledge and creativity 
across the many disciplines that they are exposed to.  Our Students 
lead and debate through initiatives like the Model United Nations 
while our Global Perspective Program brings world issues right to 
their laps to examine and contemplate. 

The SIS Program

The SIS Way

Our strength lies in the way we constantly review aspects of our 
curriculum keeping it modern and relevant. Our teachers plan their 
lessons carefully and holistically embrace Sports and the Creative 
Arts.  We carefully monitor student outcomes, mentor our learners, 
internationally benchmark our education standards, collaborate as 
teams, hire only the best and focus on their professional 
development.  Leadership in our schools is carefully selected 
propagating an inclusive and positive work environment.  To ensure 
we have a pulse on various processes and systems, our Essential 
VoiSIS initiative collates feedback from all stakeholders for us to act 
on immediately. 

SIS Network is Globally Acknowledged

SIS is a network of schools and our collaborative culture is our 
strength.  Our students and teaching staff from all our schools 
network constantly with SIS schools everywhere.  For example, our 
SIS Council of Head Teachers (or Principals) meet regularly on 
curriculum and pedagogical matters.  Similarly, other Heads of 
Departments interact and meet regularly.  No SIS school operates in 
isolation.

SIS has won many local and international awards and accolades.  
Besides its world’s best education systems, SIS was recognized and 
received the very prestigious Financial Times (FT) – IFC (World 
Bank) Transformational Award in Education in London UK.  
Described by many as the “Oscars of Education”, the award was 
acknowledgement for the high standards in education that SIS has 
been able to produce in our schools through our very unique Vertical 
Collaboration eco-system through its network of schools.

SIS is known for its Public-Private Partnerships, relationships with 
international organizations and we are often on the world stage 
sharing our education approach and experience in international 
conferences from San Francisco, Cape Town, Hong Kong, Dubai to 
Singapore.  We are known for the way we embrace technology, 
engage parents, our non-teaching staff and communities where we 
are part of. Very importantly we are known for the way we prepare 
our students for the very unpredictable 21st century. 

We call it the SIS Way.


